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A large body of experimental evidence indicates that the specific molecular interactions and/or
chemical conversions depicted as links in the conventional diagrams of cellular signal transduction
and metabolic pathways are inherently probabilistic, ambiguous, and context-dependent. Being the
inevitable consequence of the dynamic nature of protein structure in solution, the ambiguity of
protein-mediated interactions and conversions challenges the conceptual adequacy and practical
usefulness of the mechanistic assumptions and inferences embodied in the design charts of cellular
circuitry.
It is argued that the reconceptualization of molecular recognition and cellular organization
within the emerging interpretational framework of self-organization, which is expanded here to
include such concepts as bounded stochasticity, evolutionary memory, and adaptive plasticity,
offers a significantly more adequate representation of experimental reality than conventional
mechanistic conceptions do. Importantly, the expanded framework of self-organization appears to
be universal and scale-invariant, providing conceptual continuity across multiple scales of
biological organization, from molecules to societies. This new conceptualization of biological
phenomena suggests that such attributes of intelligence as adaptive plasticity, decision-making, and
memory are enforced by evolution at different scales of biological organization and may represent
inherent properties of living matter.
Keywords: self-organization; adaptive plasticity; evolutionary memory; bounded stochasticity; molecular
recognition; cellular organization
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Introduction
The spectacular achievements of mechanical and
electrical engineering sanctified the application of
classico-mechanistic concepts and interpretations to the
biological phenomena studied by life scientists at the
molecular and cellular scales. From the beginning and for
a long time the cell has been analyzed largely in the spirit
and by the methods of reverse engineering. As a
consequence, the complexity of the cell is perceived to be
different from the complexity of modern aircrafts or
computers only in terms of quantity but not quality. The
mechanistic metaphors such as “genetic program”,
“protein engineering”, “drug design”, “circuit”, “molecular

machine”, “power stroke”, “control system” etc. are
routinely used by researchers as means to conceptualize
and communicate novel biological phenomena
encountered at the molecular and cellular scales in terms
of our familiar scale of physical reality. However, as has
been argued elsewhere, the intuitive appeal and
convenience of mechanistic metaphors and interpretations
lock the biological thought in the box of inadequate
conceptualization, impairing the ability of researchers to
understand and model biology (Kurakin, 2004; Kurakin,
2005c; Van Regenmortel, 2007).
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preventing understanding and adequate modeling of the
corresponding phenomena. A) Map of molecular interactions in
the cell cycle in S. cerevisiae - reproduced from Figure S4 in
Moriya et al. (Moriya et al., 2006). B) Predicted metabolic
pathways in B. cicadellinicola - reproduced from Figure 4 in Wu
et al. (Wu et al., 2006).

The conventional representations of cellular regulatory
and metabolic systems in the form of engineering-like
diagrams invariably convey the comforting impression of
understanding and control over the corresponding
phenomena (Fig. 1). However, to be useful in the same
sense as are the design charts of mechanical and electrical
engineering, the diagrams of signal transduction and
metabolic pathways should necessarily assume exquisite
specificity of molecular interactions mediating the
intracellular fluxes of energy, matter, and information
shown as links in the pathway diagrams. Even though such
assumption may seem quite sensible within the clockwork
image of the cell and the lock-and-key paradigm of
biomolecular recognition, it is in sharp contradiction with
experimental reality. A large body of experimental
evidence indicates that exquisite specificity is rare in the
interactions involving proteins, while ambiguity and
adaptive plasticity appear to be a common feature of
protein-mediated interactions and chemical conversions.

_________________
As argued in this article, the contradiction between the
inherent ambiguity of molecular recognition and the
apparent specificity and order observed in intracellular
signaling and metabolic conversions can be resolved by reconceptualizing molecular recognition and cellular
organization within the interpretational framework of selforganization. The conceptualization of biological
phenomena in terms of self-organization and stochasticity
was recently invoked to rationalize a variety of seemingly
paradoxical experimental observations pertaining to
molecular motors and protein translocation (Kurakin,
2006), sub-cellular organization (Kurakin, 2005a; Misteli,
2001), stochasticity in gene expression, cell plasticity,
organism development, and other biological phenomena
(Theise, 2005; Theise and Harris, 2006; Kurakin, 2004,
2005b). Introducing and defining such concepts as
evolutionary memory, bounded stochasticity, and adaptive
plasticity, the present work expands and refines the
conceptual framework of self-organization. Unlike
mechanistic interpretations, the emerging concepts of selforganization appear to be universal and scale-invariant,
holding a promise to unify organizational phenomena
across diverse scales of biological organization, from
molecules to societies.
Promiscuity of metabolic enzymes
To explain the emergence of novel metabolic functions
in the course of biological evolution without invoking the
questionable assumptions required by the textbook model
of retrograde evolution (Horowitz, 1945), such as
availability and stability of intermediates of the
backwardly evolving metabolic pathway, Jensen proposed
the recruitment model of metabolism in 1976 (Jensen,
1976). He suggested that the primitive cells possessed a
limited amount of genetic information and produced a
small number of largely unregulated and substratepromiscuous enzymes-generalists, while the primitive
metabolic systems existed as inefficient and probabilistic
networks of interdependent chemical reactions that
included both enzyme-mediated and non-enzymatic
chemical transformations. Jensen also hypothesized that a
fortuitous emergence of new metabolites conferring
selective advantage to the host cell would drive the

Figure 1. Design charts of cellular circuitry.
Albeit reassuring and intuitively appealing, the concept of
design implicit in the conventional charts of metabolic
conversions and protein interactions is a misleading and
inadequate representation of experimental reality. The inherent
ambiguity, probabilistic nature, and context-dependency of links
are ignored in such diagrams. As a consequence, the
mechanistic assumptions and inferences implied in or derived
from biological design diagrams misconstrue reality, thus
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recruitment of enzymes to the pathways generating useful
products. In this way, enzymes-generalists were recruited
to improve on the already pre-existing but slow and
inefficient pathways, rather than creating them de novo. A
genetic duplication-divergence mechanism was proposed
to be responsible for the emergence of selective and
regulated enzymes-specialists under the pressure for
metabolic efficiency. It may be argued that the recruitment
model “lost” to the textbook variant, despite the apparently
uncertain assumptions of the latter (Hartman, 1975;
Jensen, 1976), largely because the recruitment model was
poorly compatible with the determinism of the clockwork
image of the cell and required a radical departure from the
dominating “lock-and-key” paradigm of enzyme
specificity, while the textbook model was significantly
more consistent with conventional mechanistic
interpretations. In any case, it appears that experimental
data suggesting substrate ambiguity of metabolic enzymes
were broadly available and common enough to justify the
proposal of the recruitment model already in the 1970s.
Many examples are indeed presented and discussed in
Jensen’s original publication (Jensen, 1976).
An impressive amount of experimental evidence
collected since the introduction of the recruitment model
indicates that, in addition to substrate ambiguity, catalytic
promiscuity is likely to be another common property of
metabolic enzymes (Babady et al., 2007; Copley, 2003;
James and Tawfik, 2001; O'Brien and Herschlag, 1999).
Consequently, O’Brien and Herschlag in their review
refined and extended the recruitment model, discussing the
ubiquity, possible sources, and advantages of catalytic
promiscuity (O'Brien and Herschlag, 1999). The current
views on global organization of metabolism together with
a recent proposal to treat metabolism in probabilistic terms
support Jensen’s earlier hypothesis (Nicholson and
Wilson, 2003). The modern analytical technologies based
on mass spectrometry are revealing the unexpected
richness and diversity of metabolites and, by inference, of
biotransformations maintained within any given organism
(Major et al., 2003). It is proposed that the production of
major metabolites simply reflects a high probability of the
corresponding conversions, while multiple and diverse
micrometabolites are generated by low-probability
background biotransformations. “If a metabolite is capable
of being produced at all, it will be: it is merely the quantity
that is in question.” (Nicholson and Wilson, 2003).
“Although enzyme specificity has long been
considered the hallmark of biological processes, evidence
presented in the past few years indicates that the
possibility of protein promiscuity may have been seriously
overlooked, simply because it was never routinely

addressed” (Macchiarulo et al., 2004). Macchiarulo et al.
applied a docking algorithm in the all-against-all
computational experiments to cross-dock 125 structures of
endogenous E. coli metabolites versus 120 structures of
metabolic enzymes with the purpose to evaluate in a
systematic manner the extent of possible promiscuity in
substrate-enzyme interactions. The results of this
computational study show that the cognate enzyme-ligand
pairs only rarely constitute the best fit, overall revealing a
great potential for cross-reactivity in metabolic reactions.
Significantly, the authors demonstrate that the highest
degree of selectivity is achieved by combining both the
selectivity of individual enzymes toward different
substrates and the selectivity of individual substrates
toward different enzymes, thus suggesting that the
specificity of metabolic conversions in the conditions of
mutual competition of substrates for enzymes and enzymes
for substrates resides, in part, in the matching spectra of
metabolites and metabolic enzymes maintained in the cell
(Macchiarulo et al., 2004).
Biophysical basis of protein promiscuity
The progress in research technology and methods
together with the advances in our understanding of protein
biophysics are bringing about a novel image of the protein
emerging as a dynamic and adaptive molecular
organization akin to complex adaptive systems (Fenimore
et al., 2002; Frauenfelder, 2002; Kurakin et al., 2007; Ma
et al., 2002; Van Regenmortel, 2002). In contrast to the
textbook images and the conventional computer models
representing proteins as rigid Lego block – like structures,
the experimental reality suggests that proteins as a class
cover an enormous range of structural plasticity, with
natively unfolded proteins being one of the extreme ends
(Tompa et al., 2005; Uversky, 2002). The opposite end,
i.e. the absolutely rigid crystal-like protein structure, is a
highly unlikely inhabitant of natural environments.
Notably, even the enzymes of extreme thermophiles,
which have been stabilized by evolution to withstand
denaturing temperatures of hot environments, still require
and rely on structural flexibility and dynamics to perform
their functions (Berezovsky and Shakhnovich, 2005; Nobe
et al., 1998). Combining nuclear magnetic resonance
spectroscopy and molecular dynamics simulations
Lindorff-Larsen et al. showed that even the hydrophobic
cores of tightly folded proteins behave more like liquids
rather than solids (Lindorff-Larsen et al., 2005). Single
molecule studies, including single molecule enzymology,
necessitated the introduction of such notions as static and
dynamic disorders, the former to reflect the fact that any
population of seemingly identical (isogenic) protein
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molecules is always composed of different individuals and
the latter to indicate the fact that the properties of the same
individual molecule change in time (Bai et al., 1999; Xie
and Lu, 1999). Re-evaluating the conventional image of
molecular recognition, Van Regenmortel pointed out that
the binding site is not a given static entity existing without
a binding partner, and thus is not defined in the absence of
the latter (Van Regenmortel, 2002, 2007). Nussinov et al.
argue that any given protein structure exists in solution as
a spectrum of multiple conformers that continuously
interconvert on different time scales. Because different
conformers may potentially accommodate different
ligands, the commonly observed promiscuity in protein
recognition phenomena becomes a matter of dynamics and
re-distribution of the pre-existing conformer populations
(Ma et al., 2002). The notion of the protein structure
maintained as a bounded set of interconverting conformers
is supported by measurements of protein structure
dynamics performed on single enzyme molecules (Yang et
al., 2003).
Since active sites of enzymes represent highly reactive
environments packed with nucleophiles, electrophiles,
acids, bases, metal ions, and cofactors, and because the
same functional groups can play different roles in different
enzymatic reactions (Copley, 2003; O'Brien and
Herschlag, 1999), both catalytic promiscuity and substrate
ambiguity are only to be expected within the framework of
dynamic and adaptive protein structure. They remain
surprising and paradoxical only within the “lock-and-key”
paradigm of molecular recognition. It is fair to suggest that
different enzymes are likely to exhibit different degrees of
ambiguity in respect to their substrates and to the types of
reactions they catalyze, thus occupying different positions
in a wide spectrum of specificity extending from the rigid
order of exquisite selectivity to the chaos of unspecific
promiscuity.

the most studied and well-understood class of specific
protein interactions, namely the interactions mediated by
signaling protein domains.
Protein interaction modules, such as PDZ, SH3, WW,
EH, SH2 and other signaling domains, mediate proteinprotein interactions by recognizing and binding short and
usually linear peptide epitopes within their interacting
partners (Kay et al., 2000; Sudol, 1998). Protein
interaction domains (PIDs) constitute structurally and
functionally independent modules in the context of their
host proteins. They are often found in multiple copies and
in different combinations within scaffolding, cytoskeletal,
and signaling proteins (Kuriyan and Cowburn, 1997;
Pawson, 2007). Speaking of intracellular signaling, protein
modules and their selective interactions with peptides have
been widely and for a long time perceived as an
experimental system that came closest to the “lock-andkey” ideal of protein recognition, (Das and Smith, 2000;
Hu et al., 2004) so that even the existence of a “protein
recognition code” governing PID-mediated interactions
was prophesized (Sudol, 1998).
Having reviewed available research data, Ladbury and
Arold came, however, to the unexpected conclusion that
the degree of selectivity provided by SH3 and SH2
domains is incommensurate with the specificity observed
in the signal transduction events they mediate (Ladbury
and Arold, 2000). Their analysis and conclusion challenge
the common belief that the specificity in the signal
transduction pathways employing SH3 and SH2 domains
relies exclusively on the molecular recognition selectivity
provided by these two domain families (Ladbury and
Arold, 2000). Tong et al. applied an approach combining
two orthogonal techniques, yeast-two hybrid and phage
display, to elucidate interactions of all yeast SH3 domains
on the whole proteome scale (Tong et al., 2002). Later on,
the Italian team that led the phage display part of the
effort, while discussing the problem of insufficient
inherent specificity of SH3 domains, commented: “One of
the conclusions of this approach is that the inferred
number of ligands for each SH3 domain is larger than
anticipated. This finding is somewhat disturbing since it is
difficult to reconcile with the view that specific cell
responses are the result of the precise wiring of the
proteins in the cell.” (Castagnoli et al., 2004) As an
example, Fig. 2 provides a visual illustration of the
promiscuity observed among yeast SH3 domains
belonging to different specificity classes. In the study by
Hu et al., the 1930 proteomic fragments predicted to
interact with WW domains were tested for binding to 57
human WW domains in all-against-all experiments. Most
of the WW domains tested bound multiple proteomic

Specificity and promiscuity in signal transduction
Whether pictured as a linear pathway or a diagram of
cross-talking pathways, the specific protein interactions
that mediate intracellular signaling are tacitly assumed to
be largely unique and mutually exclusive. A closer and
unbiased look at the data reveals, however, that the
assumption of exquisite selectivity in specific proteinprotein associations is inconsistent with the results of
biochemical studies addressing specificity of protein
interactions and fits poorly the current image of dynamic
and flexible protein organization, not mentioning the
discovery of natively unfolded proteins, many of which are
key signaling molecules (Uversky et al., 2005). As an
illustrative example, let us consider in more detail perhaps
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Reproduced from Castagnoli et al. (Castagnoli et al., 2004)
with the kind permission from Federation of the European
Biochemical Societies. The data used to generate the schematics
are from Langraft et al. (Landgraf et al., 2004).

ligands, somewhere from 53 to 264 ligands each,
depending on the identity of individual domains. An
“average” WW domain bound to approximately 105
different proteomic fragments with moderate affinity and
interacted very strongly with about 39 distinct proteomic
ligands (Hu et al., 2004). The notorious promiscuity of
PDZ domains is reflected in the continual but so far failed
attempts to classify PDZ domains in accord with their
specificities (see Refs (Bezprozvanny and Maximov, 2001;
Dev, 2004; Harris and Lim, 2001; Hung and Sheng, 2002;
Vaccaro and Dente, 2002) for at least five different
classifications). Even the most comprehensive tour de
force biochemical studies combining the systematic amino
acid substitutions of each position in cognate ligands with
the accurate K D measurements failed to generate any
simple (or complex) rules either for PDZ or for BIR
domain recognition (Kipp et al., 2002; Lim et al., 2002).
To summarize, the promiscuity of signaling protein
domains has been a subject of multiple experimental
studies, reviews, and discussions and can be regarded
today as an established experimental fact (Castagnoli et
al., 2004; Keskin and Nussinov, 2007; Kipp et al., 2002;
Kurakin et al., 2007; Landgraf et al., 2004; Lim et al.,
2002; Ma et al., 2002; Mayer, 2001). However, no
satisfying explanations of such promiscuity that would be
consistent with conventional deterministic views on
cellular organization have been yet proposed.

__________________________________

A study of specificity and adaptive plasticity in PDZ
domain recognition
In order to address in a systematic manner the
relationship between specificity and promiscuity
commonly observed in the molecular interactions mediated
by PDZ domains, we applied recently an array of novel
biochemical and statistical approaches to generate and to
analyze two large populations of artificial and natural
peptide ligands of six PDZ domains from the synaptic
proteins PSD95 and SAP97 (Kurakin et al., 2007). Postsynaptic density protein 95 (PSD95) is an archetypal
member of the synapse-associated protein (SAP) family of
scaffolding molecules that control synaptic composition,
organization, and function through the protein interactions
mediated by its multiple protein interaction domains
(Fujita and Kurachi, 2000; Kim and Sheng, 2004). The
SAP proteins share the same overall domain organization
with three N-terminal PDZ domains followed by an SH3
domain and a guanylate homology domain at the Cterminus (Fig. 3). Ninety five artificial PDZ domain
ligands were isolated from phage-displayed combinatorial
peptide libraries and 126 natural ligands were synthesized
as 15-mer proteomic fragments. Both artificial and natural
ligands were tested for binding to the target PDZ domains
in the all-against-all in vitro binding experiments. The
following findings and conclusions of this study are
especially relevant for the present discussion.
First, even though these well-studied PDZ domains
have been known to recognize and bind short C-terminal
sequences sharing X-(T/S)-X-V-COOH consensus (Hung
and Sheng, 2002; Lim et al., 2002), it appears that at least
eight C-terminal residues of peptide ligands contribute to
the affinity and specificity of the interaction. The
remarkable adaptive plasticity and complexity of PDZ
domain recognition observed in this and in previous
studies appears to reside in the integral nature of the
individual ligand residue contributions. Sub-optimal amino
acids at some of the ligand positions can be compensated
by optimal amino acids at other positions to preserve the
overall strength of interaction. At the same time, even the
major favorable energetic contributions of threonine and
valine within the known consensus X-(T/S)-X-V-COOH
can be compromised by delinquent residues acting
somewhere else along the ligand chain. It is worth pointing

Figure 2. Promiscuity of SH3 domain interactions.
A schematic illustration of the promiscuity observed among
the eight yeast SH3 domains chosen from five different specificity
classes (Landgraf et al., 2004). Different peptide sequences are
represented as dots in a poly-proline peptide sequence space.
The largely overlapping specificities of individual yeast SH3
domains are shown as colored ovals. It is worth noting that the
real extent of promiscuity is underestimated in this illustration, for
only the peptides with affinities stronger than an arbitrary K D
cutoff of 50 µM are included in the ovals.
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number of PDZ3 domain interactors present in the human
genome (see Ref. (Kurakin et al., 2007) for details). This
conclusion suggests an additional source of selectivity residing in
the matching spectra of PDZ domains and their ligands encoded
in the genome.
The binding histograms are adapted from Kurakin et al.
(Kurakin et al., 2007).

out that such binding behavior is well consistent with an
image of dynamic protein structure maintained in solution
as differentially populated families of interconverting
conformers able to accommodate different ligands (Ma et
al., 2002). It is also consistent with the idea advanced by
Van Regenmortel that the mutual structural co-adaptation
of a protein and its ligand, which takes place upon binding,
may be a rule rather than an exception in the realm of
proteins (Van Regenmortel, 2002, 2007). In other words,
adaptive plasticity may represent a general feature of all
protein recognition phenomena.

________________

Another unexpected finding of our study was a
significant difference in the degree of promiscuity
exhibited by the same PDZ domain towards artificial as
compared to natural ligands. The third PDZ domain of
PSD95 (and of SAP97) in our experiments was as
promiscuous as the other two PSD95 PDZ domains
towards artificial ligands. However, unlike the first two
domains, which preserved their largely promiscuous
binding behavior toward the peptide ligands derived from
the human proteome, the third domain had remarkably few
interacting partners among proteomic fragments (Fig. 3).
A comparative analysis of the artificial and natural ligands
of the third PDZ domain suggested that what appears as an
exquisite selectivity towards natural ligands may in fact
reflect the selective pressures imposed by evolution on the
functional organization of the postsynaptic density, which
led to a relatively limited number of PDZ3 domain
interactors encoded in the genome. Therefore, it is likely
that the selectivity of the intracellular interactions
mediated by the PSD95 PDZ domains resides not only in
the physico-chemistry of PDZ domains but also in the
matching spectra of PDZ domains and their cognate
ligands encoded in the genome. It is hardly coincidental
that the study by Macchiarulo and colleagues, where large
populations of metabolites and metabolic enzymes were
cross-docked in all-against-all computational experiments,
came independently to essentially the same conclusion,
pointing out at the matching spectra of metabolites and
metabolic enzymes as an additional source of selectivity in
metabolic conversions (Macchiarulo et al., 2004).

Figure 3. Differential selectivity of the third PSD95 PDZ
domain towards artificial and natural ligands.
The relative affinities of the PSD95 PDZ domains towards
their cognate artificial (A, normalized) and natural (B, arbitrary
units) ligands are shown as binding histograms. The domain
organization of the PSD95 protein is indicated above the
histograms. Ninety five artificial ligands were selected from
phage-displayed combinatorial peptide libraries, while the 126
proteomic C-terminal fragments matching the last four residues
of artificial ligands were synthesized as 15-mer peptides. Notice
that the third PDZ domain is remarkably selective in its
interactions with proteomic fragments but is as promiscuous as
the other two domains towards artificial ligands. The comparative
analysis of the amino acid compositions of artificial and natural
ligands combined with the binding affinity data suggest that what
appears as the exquisite selectivity of the third PDZ domain
towards proteomic fragments is most likely not an intrinsic
property of the domain itself, but a consequence of a limited

The concept of evolutionary memory
To explain the biological meaning of the selectivity
residing in the matching spectra of the SAP PDZ domains
and their cognate C-terminal ligands we advanced the
hypothesis that the synaptic environmental and
organizational invariants are encoded in the genome in the
form of such matching spectra. In this way, the genome
loosely specifies the overall schematics and principles of
synaptic molecular organization, while maturation, finetuning, and adaptation of individual synaptic structures
take place as a result of the unique developmental
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experiences specific for individual synapses. In the same
sense as neuronal organization of every newborn brain has
been shaped by evolution to recognize certain perceptual
and environmental invariants, but is not limited to
recognition of those patterns only, the PDZ domains have
been shaped by evolution to recognize certain C-terminal
sequences present in a given proteome, but are not limited
to the recognition of those sequences only. In this way, the
composition, organization, and functioning of individual
synapses remain open for evolution at both ontogenetic
and phylogenetic time scales, accommodating novel Cterminal sequences that may potentially arise from a
plethora of epigenetic and genetic molecular mechanisms
known to generate molecular diversities, which include
posttranslational modifications, regulated proteolysis,
RNA splicing, mutations, DNA rearrangements, protein
splicing, and others. We therefore proposed that the
adaptive plasticity of PDZ domain recognition and the
wide affinity range of the SAP PDZ domain interactions
are evolutionarily enforced by the requirement for synapse
plasticity and reflect the managerial role of SAP scaffolds
within synaptic molecular organizations (Kurakin et al.,
2007).
It is not difficult to see how the same
conceptualization and logic can be applied to other protein
interaction modules, proteins, metabolic enzymes and
other biological macromolecules and their interactions,
thus giving a fresh perspective on biological organization
in general. It is reasonable to hypothesize, for example,
that the spectrum of endogenous metabolites within a
given organism has its match in the spectrum of metabolic
enzymes encoded in the organism’s genome. “In truly
endogenous processes, the primary determinants of the
biochemical transformations are under the direct control of
enzymes and transporters of the host genome and have
been optimized by evolution.” (Nicholson and Wilson,
2003) However, since what is “endogenous” and what is
“xenobiotic” are only ends of a continuum, which
includes, for example, “sym-endogenous” and “symxenobiotic” metabolites, and since any metabolic
organization is not a frozen construct or a machine (then it
is dead), but is kept alive, i.e. open to evolution and
adaptation on multiple time scales, the substrate ambiguity
and catalytic promiscuity of metabolic enzymes are likely
to be highly advantageous for the metabolic adaptability of
the cell/organism as a whole and, therefore, should be
enforced by evolutionary selection. On the other hand, the
pressure for metabolic efficiency precludes total
promiscuity and is responsible for the continuous
maintenance and improvement of the match between
current endogenous metabolites and metabolic enzymes.

This match outlines, in general terms, what is expected to
be the most optimal structure of chemical transformations
and energy/matter fluxes for a given organism under given
environmental circumstances. Conceptually, it is a guess
the organism bets on in the evolutionary game of
competition and survival. Because too much structure
compromises metabolic adaptability and too much
promiscuity compromises metabolic efficiency, the
balance between adaptability and efficiency is achieved by
producing adaptive enzymes whose individual structures
have been optimized by evolution to recognize the
invariant or slowly changing features within the landscape
of the endogenous metabolome, in exactly the same sense
as the neuronal organization of every newborn brain has
been shaped by evolution to recognize certain perceptual
and environmental invariants of the native habitat. It seems
only sensible to call such approach to information storage
and retrieval the “evolutionary memory”. Unlike design,
evolutionary memory, in the same way as the “real”
memory studied in neuropsychology (Schacter, 2001), is
contextual and flexible. It does rely on the past, but
accommodates to the present and remains open to
alternative futures.
The concept of evolutionary memory can be
conveniently illustrated using a social metaphor of a
corporate employee party. Normally, during such parties,
even though there is a great deal of commotion and
stochasticity, people naturally tend to engage in familiar
interactions, unconsciously forming groups and/or tables
that reflect their business relationships within the
organization. If a party is not too big and not too wild and
people are allowed to freely choose their interactors, an
attentive observer can usually discern a general structure
of organization, albeit in a vague form. The memory of the
organizational structure is reflected in the spatiotemporal
distribution of interpersonal interactions during an
employee party. In the same way, the cellular components
- when isolated from their natural cellular environment and
tested in the all-against-all interaction experiments in vitro
or in silico - will display a certain, albeit limited,
selectivity as a memory of the familiar interactions that
took place so often in the evolutionary past.
An employee party is not, however, the most efficient
way to conduct business. What makes a business
organization efficient is its internal spatio-temporal
organization and orchestration of interpersonal interactions
and transactions during business hours, which is achieved
through the microcompartmentation of individual activities
in space and time, the channeling of
energy/matter/information fluxes and through the
organization and maintenance of regulated business
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routines. It is reasonable to suggest that the muchadvocated intracellular organization (Clegg and Wheatley,
1991; Hochachka, 1999; Masters, 1991; Ovadi et al., 2004;
Porter, 1984; Welch and Clegg, 1987), which is based on
the same principles of channeling, dynamic
microcompartmentation, and regulation, and which is
routinely destroyed during conventional isolation
procedures, is that what makes the intracellular fluxes of
energy/matter/information so apparently specific and
efficient and the performance of the cell competitive, even
though its individual constituents exhibit only limited
selectivity when isolated from their cognate organizational
context.

same interactions at the scale of PDZ domains in PSD
would compromise synaptic plasticity, thus locking-in and
compromising the performance and adaptability of the
affected human brain and as a consequence compromising
the performance and adaptability of the business
organization this human brain is a part of, especially if it
happens to be the brain of a senior manager. It is not
difficult to see how the same logic applies to any
biological system surviving or competing under the
pressure of evolutionary selection. Since “nothing in
biology makes sense except in the light of evolution”
(Dobzhansky, 1973), it can be concluded that the interscale conservation of adaptive plasticity is a fundamental
and defining property of biological organization. It is
reasonable to suggest that adaptive plasticity is achieved at
each and every scale of biological organizational hierarchy
through what can be called “bounded stochasticity”, i. e.
through stochastic behavior within the bounds set by
evolutionary memory.

Inter-scale conservation of adaptive plasticity
It is generally accepted that the adaptability of human
societies and organizations depends and relies on the
plasticity of the human brain able to learn from the past,
adapt to the present and foresee the future. The plasticity
of the human brain depends and relies on the plasticity of
the synaptic connections defining the organizational
structure of neuronal networks in the brain. In its turn, the
synaptic plasticity underlying memory and learning
depends and relies on the plasticity of the signalprocessing molecular organizations that constitute the
postsynaptic density (PSD). It is only logical to suggest
that the plasticity of the PSD molecular organization
necessarily requires and relies on the plasticity of the
protein-protein interactions defining the organizational
structure and dynamics of PSD. Being central organizers
of the postsynaptic density, synapse-associated protein
scaffolds such as PSD95, SAP97, and others define, in
significant measure through their PDZ domain-mediated
associations, the composition, spatial organization, and
spatiotemporal dynamics of PSD. The adaptive plasticity
of the PDZ domain and the adaptive plasticity of human
society are thus intimately linked through the conservation
of adaptive plasticity across different scales of biological
organization (Fig. 4).
Competition within PSD between available C-termini
of channels, receptors, and other protein molecules for
available PDZ domains of scaffolds, competition within
the brain between available dendritic spines for available
axonal terminals, competition within the business
organization between available employees and recruits for
available positions and competition within the free market
economy between available firms for available market
opportunities constitute together a hierarchically-organized
nested set of the selective pressures that enforce adaptive
plasticity at different spatio-temporal scales
simultaneously and interdependently. Locking-in on the

Universality of self-organizational concepts and
principles
It appears that the concept of design, when applied to
or implied in the diagrams of biomolecular interactions, is
inappropriate and misleading, at least because the multiple,
and potentially innumerable, open and alternative links
that exist or may exist in reality are simply not shown on
such diagrams (Fig. 4, inset). The inherently probabilistic
nature of links and their dependence on the environmental
context are also ignored. Every protein molecule has many
choices with respect to its possible interactions and these
choices are highly context-dependent. The spectrum of
possible choices is likely to be defined by both
phylogenetic and ontogenetic evolutionary histories of any
given protein molecule. At the very best the diagrams of
signal transduction pathways, protein interactions, and
metabolic conversions represent snap-shots of
“conversations” taking place during a “corporate employee
party”, to use the above mentioned social metaphor. They
indeed contain the information about what are likely to be
“business relationships” during “business hours” in the
context of native “business organizational structure”, but
such information is residual, probabilistic in its nature, and
is far from being a design chart, in both conceptual and
practical terms. It seems appropriate to conceptualize such
information as a memory of co-evolutionary relationships
and to replace the concept of design by the concept of
evolutionary memory.
Stochasticity was suggested recently as a general
principle of differentiation and adaptation at all scales of
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Figure 4. Conservation of adaptive plasticity across scales of biological organization.
Such complex adaptive systems as proteins, cells, organisms, and organizations co-exist and co-evolve at different spatiotemporal
scales, forming a nested set of interdependent organizational hierarchies. The adaptive plasticity at any given scale builds upon and
requires plasticity of the underlying scale organizations. The evolutionary pressures of competition and selection, which favor
adaptability in a continuously changing world, enforce the conservation of adaptive plasticity across all scales of biological
organizational hierarchy.
The inset shows a universal conceptualization of complex adaptive systems in terms of networks. Whether we speak of a protein, a
sub-cellular structure, a cell, an organism, or an organization, they all can be conceptualized as a metastable network, where links
invariably represent exchanges of energy, matter, and/or information between the corresponding constituent parts, be it atoms,
molecules, cells, or organisms. The links in such networks are of inherently probabilistic and dynamic nature. The major fluxes of
energy, matter, or information of a given network configuration (shown as bold links) are always embedded in a sea of low probability
exchanges (shown as dotted links). A switch to an alternative network configuration of a biological system in the course of adaptation
and/or evolution necessarily requires and relies on adaptive plasticity of nodes able to find, to establish, and to maintain new links. In
reality, for any given network configuration, the strengths of links or the frequencies of exchanges between nodes do not follow simply
bimodal distributions - as shown here with bold and dotted links - but are usually described by heavy-tail distributions such as power
law or log-normal, as has been demonstrated for such real-world systems as neuronal cortical circuits (Song et al., 2005) as well as
metabolic (Almaas et al., 2004; Emmerling et al., 2002) and gene regulation networks (Farkas et al., 2003). Also, real-world networks
normally possess multiple metastable configurations characterized by different occupational probabilities, switching between them with
different transition probabilities in the process of adaptation.
Sources of the images shown: Society - Union Square, San Francisco; Brain – image of a human brain (credits to Todd Preuss,
Yerkes Primate Research Center) is reproduced from Figure 1 in Ref. (Bradbury, 2005); Neuron - the pyramidal neuron “dow” is
reproduced from Figure 6(d) in Lee et al. (Lee et al., 2006); Synapse - a schematic diagram of the PDZ protein organization at a
mammalian excitatory synapse is reprinted from Kim and Sheng (Kim and Sheng, 2004) with permission from Macmillan Publishers
Ltd: Nat. Rev. Neurosc. © 2004; Protein – a syntrophin PDZ domain complexed with its peptide ligand (PDB id. 2PDZ) was visualized
TM
using the WebLab ViewerLite 3.2 software. Network configurations in the inset were adapted from Jeong et al. (Jeong et al., 2000).
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biological organizational complexity (Kurakin, 2005b).
Whether we speak about molecules (Xie and Lu, 1999),
cells (Hume, 2000; Kurakin, 2005c), or organisms (Fewell,
2003; Herndon et al., 2002), their behaviors are inherently
stochastic within the bounds set by their corresponding
internal structures. It is reasonable to suggest that their
structures, which embody their corresponding evolutionary
memories (both ontogenetic and phylogenetic) of previous
encounters with their respective environments, are always
maintained as a dynamic compromise between economic
efficiency and adaptability. Therefore, a more appropriate
term for what is perceived within the mechanistic
paradigm as promiscuity is adaptive plasticity, which is
achieved through stochasticity within the limits set by
internal organizational structure.
Adaptive plasticity of higher hierarchies of biological
organization builds upon and relies on the adaptive
plasticity of underlying hierarchies. Promiscuity of interatomic interactions underlies the adaptability of protein
structure. Substrate ambiguity and catalytic promiscuity of
metabolic enzymes underlies the adaptability of
metabolism (Jensen, 1976; O'Brien and Herschlag, 1999).
Promiscuity in protein interactions underlies the
adaptability of cellular organization (Kurakin, 2005a;
T o m p a et al., 2005). Functional promiscuity of
moonlighting proteins was proposed to underlie the
integration and plasticity of cellular functional systems
(Kurakin, 2004, 2005a). Promiscuity of gene expression in
differentiated cells may underlie the adaptability of tissue
and organism physiology (Kurakin, 2005b). Plasticity of
interpersonal relationships underlies the adaptability of
social and business networks and organizations, and so
forth.
It should be pointed out that unlike the mechanistic
interpretations that are fairly well accepted in biology at
some spatiotemporal scales but not so well at other scales,
the emerging concepts and principles of self-organization
are scale-invariant, i.e. they are equally well applicable at
different scales of space and time. Such mechanistic
concepts as design and determinism, for example, have
been actively, and as shown here and elsewhere (Kurakin,
2004; Kurakin, 2005c) erroneously, applied largely at the
molecular, sub-cellular, and cellular scales, where the
mechanistic interpretations, inferences, and assumptions
could survive for a long time without being thoroughly
tested due to the absence of adequate technologies. The
concept of design has traditionally had a much weaker
standing already at the scale of developing organism, and
few humans would agree that they are machines and that
their behaviors are deterministic. Not design and

determinism, but choice and free will are the preferred
concepts at the scale of humans and their organizations.
Unlike mechanistic interpretations, self-organization
as a concept of emergence, stochasticity as a general
principle of differentiation and adaptation, bounded
stochasticity as the choices limited by internal
organizational structure, evolutionary memory as the
biological structure balancing economic efficiency and
adaptability, adaptive plasticity and other related concepts
and principles constitute together an emerging conceptual
framework that is consistent with experimental reality at
all scales of biological organization and is universally
meaningful whether one speaks about biomolecules, subcellular structures, cells, organisms, or social and business
organizations, and whether one considers phylogenetic,
ontogenetic, or other time scales. The concepts of
stochasticity, adaptive plasticity, and evolutionary memory
bring such traditionally human attributes as choice,
decision-making, memory and, ultimately, intelligence to
the molecular and cellular scales, providing harmonious
conceptual continuity across different hierarchical levels of
biological organization and, at last, giving justice to the
principle of self-consistency. Intelligence begets
intelligence. Machines beget only machines.
Concluding remarks
The present article is a continuation of a series of
publications aimed to demonstrate that the mechanistic
interpretations, inferences, and assumptions, which have
been dominating biological thinking and research for many
decades, become today increasingly and massively
inconsistent with the experimental reality generated by
modern research technologies in many specialized research
areas of molecular and cell biology, thus suggesting a
global crisis of the mechanistic paradigm in life sciences
(Kurakin, 2004, 2005a, b; Kurakin, 2005c; Kurakin, 2006).
It should be pointed out that this crisis has been brought
about in significant measure by technological progress,
and especially so by the computer revolution that allowed
for and stimulated rapid advances in analytical and
detection technologies and methods. Nanomanipulation,
single-molecule studies, fluorescent-based tracers,
advanced imaging techniques, analysis of cellular
populations on individual cell basis, measurements of
molecular dynamics in living cells and organisms,
genomic and proteomic technologies, computer analysis
and simulation of large-scale experimental data are but a
few examples of the technologies and methods that are
generating today the experimental reality that challenges
the mechanistic conception of living matter. In remarkable
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correspondence with the scenario of scientific
development suggested by Thomas Kuhn in his classic text
“The Structure of Scientific Revolutions”, the very success
of a dominating paradigm brings about its own crisis and
necessitates a paradigm shift, as the advances in
technology and methods lead to a systematic and
widespread accumulation of experimental data that cannot
be readily explained and accommodated within the
existing conceptual framework (Kuhn, 1996).
If Kuhn’s analysis is correct, the awareness of a
paradigm crisis is always followed by an exciting phase of
extraordinary research and by a splendid array of new
scientific discoveries. However, the awareness should
come first.
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